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PROTECT YOUR HEALTH AND THE HEALTH OF YOUR FAMILY!
THE BEST INFORMATION FROM THE BEST SOURCES - 40+ SHORT, EASY-TO-READ ARTICLES IN EVERY ISSUE

GREEN HEALTH WATCH MAGAZINE
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SUBSCRIBE NOW!
I/we wish to subscribe to four issues of

GREEN HEALTH WATCH MAGAZINE

Name:

Address:

%%%%% :                           Year of birth:

THE ENVIRONMENT-HEALTH TRUST,
Muir of Logie, Forres, Scotland  IV36 2QG
email: contact@greenhealthwatch.com
%%%%%: 01309 611200 website:www.greenhealthwatch.com

Postcode:
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I would like to subscribe to four editions of
Green Health Watch Magazine as a 24-page
A4 magazine and posted to a UK address.
I submit my/our subscription fee at the
introductory rate of £16.50*.

  q

A FREE BRIEFING!
Every new subscriber receives a copy of the
briefing THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STORY
with our compliments (normally £4).
It contains the full articles for all of the titles
and bylines listed opposite and below.

A DISCOUNT OFF YOUR
FIRST SUBSCRIPTION!
If you subscribe now, your first four issues of

GREEN HEALTH WATCH MAGAZINE will

cost you just £16.50 (normally £24/£19).

If I was able to subscribe to only one
publication it would be this one

- S.D., Chipping Norton

Thank you for your interest. Please complete
and return the coupon below today.

The other side of the story
Our aim is to bring you the best news
and research on how the way we live
and how the actions of Government and
Big Business affect our health. Often this
is information the powers-that-be would
prefer us not to know.

FREE to all new subscribers -
‘The Other Side of the Story’ briefing
includes the following articles ...

...continued overleaf

It’s superb! Your magazine is read from
cover to cover by the whole family as

soon as it arrives - R.Z., Reading

Puberty at ten?

- it could be the TV or the computer

Death by chocolate

- cocoa plantations heavily sprayed
with pesticides

Killer bras?

- link with breast cancer

Brain's last defence overcome

- mobile phone radiation opens up
blood-brain barrier

Bugs drop out of the air

- ionisers wipe out hospital infections

Real salt

- are you missing out on your minerals?

Organic milk just oozes health

- gallons more brain-boosting omega-3

Animals give GM the thumbs down

- chickens, rats, cattle and pigs all say 'No'

Out of the frying pan

- overheated pans cause ‘Teflon flu’

Barking up the wrong tree

- new trees no answer to global warming

Windfarm villagers revolt

- migraine and depression soar

Single jabs? Not so fast!

- single jabs worse than MMR

TRANSPORT

*Posting overseas, please add (Europe) £9 or (Elsewhere) £12.



THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STORY
Our FREE briefing for new subscribers

(continued from overleaf)

Green Health Watch helps us to make informed
decisions and to keep fighting back

 - A.R., Dorchester

Exactly what is required to gain an overall
picture without having to read dozens

of specialist publications
- M.B., Grange-over-Sands

SUBSCRIBE NOW! using the form overleaf
or via our website

www.greenhealthwatch.com

It is simply the best and most informative
magazine on health and the
environment in existence - LN, Carmarthen

Green Health Watch lifts the curtain on
the skullduggery going on in Industry and

Medicine - M.C., Maidenhead

Yes. Just looking can hurt

- ultrasound scans damage babies

Not "just a quick call" on a mobile

- short calls affect children’s brains for 50 minutes

Beware of Calpol

- you won't believe what's in it!

Let them sweat

- fever protects against asthma and eczema

The mercury in Mum’s mouth

- why there are four times as many autistic boys
as girls

- how to get your mercury levels tested

Pot plants hoover up pollution

- indoors more polluted than outside

Am I a girl or a boy?

- chemicals in the womb have their say

Cleaners threatened
- toxic cleaning products suspected

Angels wouldn’t play on this HAARP
- US Military aims Earth energies against the enemy

It's too damn hot!
- megacities cause heatwaves and summer storms

Cleaning the earth but poisoning the planet
- GM trees absorb then breathe out mercury

Essential fish oils missing
- birth defect and mental health explosion
  predicted

Bad for the eyes
- margarine brings fourfold risk of blindness

Real chocolate good for heart
- active ingredient keeps blood going round

Strip the willow
- Britain's first wood-burning power station

Make your electricity last forever
- where to buy Green energy

Leave the sun screen at home
- skin cancer rise continues. Rickets re-appears

Butterflies vote with their wings
- organic farms have twice as many

Elderberry knocks out ‘flu
- significant improvements within two days

Multiple sclerosis
- vitamin D halves risk

What good doctors do tell you!
- the best treatment is often no treatment at all

Phone masts disguised as burglar alarms
- thousands slip through planning loophole

Fried by the person next to you?
- train carriages magnify mobile radiation

Carrots: Government warns again
- must peel, top and tail

UK food dowsed in pesticides
- crops sprayed up to fifteen times

Coca Cola the new DDT
- also good for loos and rust

Six UK hot spots to avoid
- radon may kill 19,000 a year

Somerset’s nuclear seaside resort
- breast cancer rates double the UK average

Sellafield “glow in the dark” pigeons culled
- RSPCA inspector spared

Diesel or unleaded
- which is the Greenest?

Running on air
- the car engine that cleans as it goes

Evidence for MMR-autism link strengthens
- Government favours shoddy “no link” research

Mercury still in vaccines
- quick fix fails to remove thimerosal

The Environment-Health Trust, Muir of Logie,
Dunphail, Forres, Scotland, IV36 2QG
% 01309 611200 email nick@greenhealthwatch.com


